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Draw a line from the shape to its matching object.

I see shapes all around mel

I This shape has four sides that
I are all the same. It looks like a
checkerboard.

This shape has no corners or straight
lines. It is round like a clock.

I
I This shape has
six sides and six

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 1: Find and describe flat triangles, squares, rectangles, hexagons, and
circles using informal language without naming.
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Color the triangles red and the other shapes blue.

(__I know these two blue shapes
are not triangles because they
have four straight sides, and
,angles have three sides I

Lesson 2: Explain decisions about classifications of triangles into categories using
variants and non examples. identify shapes as triangles.

/ Theredshapesare
triangles because they

I have three straight sides
reecers!

/

Ths shape can t be a trIangle
because it has curved lines.
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Color all the rectangles red. Color all the triangles green.

In the box, draw 2 rectangles and 2 triangles. How many shapes did you draw? Put your answer in the circle.

EUREKA
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Lesson 3: Explain decisions about classifications of rectangles into categories
usirg variants and non-exarnpes. identify shapes as rectangles.

I know the white
shapes are not
rectangles or
triangles
because they
have more than
three or four
sides.

The red shapes are
rectangles because
they have 4 sides and
4 corners. A square is
a special rectangle
where all sides are the
same. )
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,1 I drew 2
rectangles
and 2
triangles,
which makes
4 shapes
altogether.
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Color the triangles blue.

4 Lesson 4: Explain decisions about classifications of hexagons and circles, and identify
them by name. Make observations using variants and non-examples.

WREKA
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Color the rectangles red. (4This looks similar to a circle
Color the circles green. because it has curved lines and

Color the hexagons yellow. no corners. I know it is not a
I c!rcle because it iooks ike it is
stretched out. j
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I because itisnotclosed.
I typical hexagon but it has six
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In the box, draw 3 circles and 2 triangles. How many shapes did you draw? Put your answer in the circle.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 5: Descnbe and communicate positions of all flat shapes using the words above,
below, beside, in front of, next to, and behind.
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Next to the flower, draw a shape with 4 sides, 2 long and 2 short. Color it green.
Below the flower, draw a shape with no corners. Color it red.

Above the flower, draw a shape with 3 straight sides. Color it blue.

L I know that a circle has no
corners. I drew the circle
below the flower because
below is the same as under.



Find things in your house or in a magazine that look like these solids, Draw the solids or cut out and paste

pictures from a magazine.

thissltis
pointy at the end and
holds ice cream!

These cans look the same as the solid
shape because they both curve in the
middle and have circles on the ends.

Find and describe solid shapes using informal language without naming. EUREKA
MATH
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Cut one set of solid shapes. Sort the 4 solid shapes. Paste them onto the chart.

These shapes roll.

/

These shapes do not roll

The cube does not have
any curved sides. know
that it will not roll no

idelPutz

The cylinder has 2 circle faces, and the
cone has 1 circle face.

EUREKA
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Lesson 7: Explain decisions about classification of solid shapes into categories. Name the solid shapes. 7

These shapes have circle faces. These shapes do not have circle faces.

/
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Tell someone at home the names of each solid shape.

7
know the cone is above the car,
so colored it orange The
opposite of above is below. I

/ colored the cylinder green because

Beside also means next to. I
already colored the cube
blue because it is in front of
the car, so I knew the sphere
was beside the car.

Color the shape in front of the car blue.

Color the shape above the car orange.

Color the shape below the car green.

Color the shape beside the car red.

lessonS: Describe and communicate positions of all solid shapes using the words above,

below, beside, in front of, next to, and behind,

Cone

Sphere Cube

Cylinder
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in each row, circle the one that doesn’t belong. Explain your choice to a grown-up.

The solid shape doesn’tI belng in thic grnip Th
shapes are flat.

This piece of a circle doesn’t belong.
The other shapes really are circles.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 9: Identify and sort shapes as two dimensional or three dimensional, and
recognize two-dimensional and three dimensional shapes in differentorientations and sizes.
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The cube
doesn’t belong.
The other
shapes are
cylinders.

I



I traced a can of green beans. The

shape of the can is a cylinder, and the

face is a circle.

I ate an ice cream
cone for dessert.

Its face is a circle,

10 Lesson 1O Culminating task-collaborative groups create displays of different flat shapes

with examples, non-examples, and a corresponding solid shape.
EUREKA
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Search your house to see what shapes and solids you can find. Draw the shapes that y
ou see by tracing the

faces of the solids that you find. Color your collage.

This is a block from my
room! It is a cube, which

has 6 square faces.

I
)

I
tool

This is my bouncy ball! It is
a sphere. It doesn’t have a
face. It’s curved all over.
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